Higher Education at the Margins
Our vision

Learning Together to Transform the World

Our mission

JWL provides tertiary learning to people and communities at the margins of societies - be it through poverty, location, lack of opportunity, conflict or forced displacement – so all can contribute their knowledge and voices to the global community of learners and together foster hope to create a more peaceful and humane world.
A blended model of online-learning

Onsite Tutor

Online Teacher

Students - learning community
Our history: from JCHEM to JWL

- Jesuit Commons: Higher Education at the Margins (JC:HEM) starts Diploma Liberal Arts Program
- JC:HEM starts Community Service Courses
- JC:HEM launches the Diploma of Liberal Arts curriculum
- JC:HEM enters into partnership with Centre for Child Protection, hosting their online courses
- JC:HEM rebrands to Jesuit Worldwide Learning (JWL) and opens headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland
- JWL launches the Global English Language Curriculum and Professional Online Courses

2010:
- JC:HEM launches first three learning centers
  - Kenya - Kakuma
  - Malawi - Dzaleka
  - Syria - Aleppo

2011:
- Syria - Aleppo site closes due to war & re-opens in Jordan - Amman a new learning center

2012:
- Afghanistan - Herat and Thailand - Mae Hon Son learning centers open

2013:
- Myanmar - Taunggyi learning center opens

2014:
- Thailand - Mae Hong Son learning center opens
- Sri Lanka - Vavuniya & Mannar learning centers open

2015:
- Afghanistan - Bamyam and Chad - Goz Beida & Guereda learning centers open

2016:
- USA - Brooklyn NY learning center opens

2017:
- North-Iraq - Erbil, Domiz and Khanke and Mozambique - Beira learning centers open
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Higher Education - Learning together to transform the world

Contextual Analysis, Knowledge and professional skills

Reflection and critical thinking

Transformative Action and leadership
Building communities of learners & leaders

- Global Community
- Global virtual Classrooms
- Local Learning Centres
- Local Learning Groups
The cornerstones and criteria of the JWL model:

- Global thinking
- Strategic partnerships
- Ignatian experience
- High quality and leverage costs
- Scalable sustainable transferable
Global diversification for growth

Criteria
- scalable
- transferable
- sustainable
- global think.
- partnership
- Ignatian exp.
- high quality
- moder. costs
- margins
- community
- worldwide
- learning
- transforming

JWL

Systems

IT support teams

Awarding Universities

Ignatian Design teams

Faculties/Professors

Production Partners

Learning Centers, Students
Transformative curricula

Language
- English
- French

Professional
- Child Protection
- Teacher Training
- Health Worker
- Peace Leader

Academic
- Diploma in Liberal Arts
- Certificate in Sustainable Environment
- Certificate in Political Leadership

Criteria
- scalable
- transferable
- sustainable
- global think.
- partnership
- Ignatian exp.
- high quality
- moder. costs
- margins
- community
- worldwide
- learning
- transforming
Course design & production with training

- Ignatian Pedagogy
- JWL Designers
- Students and community
- Subject Matter Experts
- Audio-Visual Studios

Criteria:
- scalable
- transferable
- sustainable
- global think.
- partnership
- Ignatian exp.
- high quality
- moder. costs
- margins
- community
- worldwide
- learning
- transforming
Thank you very much